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ABSTRACT 
 
Let F be the function which maps conformally a simple-connected domain 
Ω  onto a rectangle R, so that four specified points on  are mapped Ω∂
respectively onto the four vertices of R. In this paper we consider the 
problem of approximating the conformal map F, and present a survey of the 
available numerical methods. We also il lustrate the practical significance 
of the conformal map, by presenting a number of applications involving 
the solution of Laplacian boundary value problems. 
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1. Introduction 
Let  be a Jordan domain in the complex z-plane (z=x+iy) ,  and Ω
cons ider  a  sys tem cons is t ing  of  Ω  and  four  d i s t inc t  po in ts  z 1 ,  z 2 ,  z 3 ,    
z 4  in counter-clockwise order on its boundary Ω∂ .  Such a system is said 
to be a quadrilateral Q  and is denoted by 
  
   .}zzzz{: 4321 ,,,;Ω=Q  
 
The conformal module m(Q)  of Q  is defined as follows: 
Let hR  denote a rectangle of the form 
 
     { } ,hη01,ξ0:η)(ξ:hR <<<<= ,  
 
in  the  w-plane (w= +i η) .  Then,  m(Q)  is  the unique value of  h  for  ξ
which Q  i s  conformally  equivalent  to  the rectangular  quadri la teral  
 
{ : 0,  1,  1+ih,  ih}. hR
 
That  is ,  for  h  = m(Q)  and for  this  value only there  exis ts  a  unique 
conformal  map 
 
  ,: hRF →Ω         (1.1a) 
 
which takes the four points Zj; j  = 1,2,3,4 respectively onto the four 
vertices of ,  i .e.  F is such that hR
F(z 1)  =  0, F(z 2)  =  1, F(z 3)  =  1+ih  and  F(z 4)  =  ih.  (1.1b) 
 
Of course, h = m(Q) is also the only value of h for which the inverse 
conformal map 
         (1.2a) ,hR:F
]1[ Ω→−
with 
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    (1.2b) 
exists. 
This paper is concerned with the problem of determining approximations 
to the conformal map F (or F[ -1 ])  and to the corresponding conformal 
module m(Q).  This problem has received considerable attention recently, 
most notably by Gaier [10] - [14] who, in particular,  recognized  the 
impor tan t  ro le  tha t  m(Q)  and  o the r  s imi la r  conformal  mapping  domain  
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funct ionals  play in  many pract ical  and theoret ical  invest igat ions.  The 
main object ives  of  the paper  are  as  fol lows:  
.  To discuss briefly some areas of application of the conformal map F, 
and to list  the main properties of the conformal module m(Q);  Section 2. 
•  To present a survey of some of the available numerical methods for 
compuing approximations to F and to m(Q);  Section 3. 
 
•  To present two numerical examples il lustrating the application of 
the conformal map F to the solution of Laplacian mixed boundary value 
problems, involving boundary singularities; Section 4. 
 
•  To report some recent results concerning a domain decomposition 
method for the mapping of a class of long quadrilaterals; Section 5. 
 
2.  Physical interpretation, applications and properties of m(Q). 
2.1 Physical interpretation and applications. 
With the notat ion of  Sect ion 1,  le t  Q := { }4321 zzzz ,,,;Ω  ,  and 
a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  b o u n d a r y  Ω∂  o f  Ω  i s  p i e c e w i s e  a n a l y t i c .  L e t  
now  represent a thin plate of homogeneous electrically conducting Ω
mater ia l  o f  spec i f i c  r es i s t ance  1 ,  and  suppose  tha t  cons tan t  vo l t ages  
V 1  a n d  V 2  a r e  a p p l i e d  r e s p e c t i v e l y  t o  t h e  b o u n d a r y  s e g m e n t s  
( z 1 ,  z 2 )  a n d  ( z 3 ,  z 4  )  ,  w h i l s t  t h e  r e m a i n d e r  o f  Ω∂  i s  i n s u l a t e d .  
Finally, let I  be the current passing through the plate, and consider the 
problem of determining the resistance 
 
               (2.1) ./)( IVVr 12−=
 
The above problem may of course be solved by determining the solution 
of the boundary value problem 
 
,, Ω=Δ in0uXY        (2.2a) 
,,,;,, )zz(onVu)zz(onVu 432211 ==   (2.2b) 
,)z,(zU)z(zon,0
n
u
543,2=∂
∂     (2.2c) 
 
w h e r e   i s  t h e  L a p l a c e  o p e r a t o r   a n d  XYΔ ,//: 2222xy y2x ∂∂+∂∂=Δ
n/ ∂∂  denotes  different ia t ion in  the direct ion of  the outward normal .  
O n c e  u  i s  f o u n d ,  r  ma y  b e  d e t e r mi n e d  f r o m ( 2 . 1 )  a f t e r  f i r s t  
c o m p u t i n g  I  a s  a  l i n e  i n t e g r a l  o f  n/u ∂∂  a l o n g  a n y  l i n e  r u n n i n g  
from (z4 , z1)  to  (z2 ,  z3) ;  for  example we may take 
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  ).,(:, 211
1
zzI dsn
u =γ= ∫
γ ∂
∂      (2.3) 
Although the boundary value problem (2.2) appears to be rather simple, 
i ts solution by standard numerical techniques may present serious 
difficulties due to the geometry of Ω  and/or the presence of boundary 
s i n g u l a r i t i e s .  F o r  e x a mp l e ,  i f  Ω∂  i s  s mo o t h  t h e n  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  ( 2 . 2 )  
h a s  a  s e r i o u s  s i n g u l a r i t y  a t  e a c h  o f  t h e  p o i n t s  Z j ;  j  =  1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  w h e r e  
the boundary conditions change from Dirichlet to Neumann. By contrast, if 
the conformal map  (h = m(Q)) is available, then the solution of hR:F →Ω
( 2 . 2 )  c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  t r i v i a l l y  f r o m t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  t r a n s fo r me d  
problem in .  More specif ical ly ,  because the Laplace equat ion and the hR
b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  ( 2 . 2 b ) ,  ( 2 . 2 c )  a r e  c o n f o r ma l l y  i n v a r i a n t ,  t h e  
transplanted potential û satisfies the following boundary value problem: 
,, hRin0uΔξη
^ =  
,1ξ0,0ηon,Vu 1 ≤≤==∧  
,1ξ0,hηon,Vu 2 ≤≤==∧  
.,, hη01ξand0ξon0u <<===ξ∂
∂ ∧  
Thus,   if   is the image under the conformal map F of a hR)η,(ξ:P ∈=
∧
point  then ,−Ω∈P
 u (P)  =  )P(u
∧∧
 = .  112
1 Vη)VV(h +−−
That is,  the solution of (2.2) at any point  P
−Ω∈   can be written down 
immediately, once the imaginary co-ordinate of the image point  := F(P) Ρ^
i s  found.   Furthermore,  s ince the integral  (2 .3)  is  conformally  invar iant  
we have that 
  ∫ −=∂∂= −
∧
1
0
12
1 )VV(hξd
η
uI ,  
and hence from (2.1) that 
  r = h = m (Q) . 
In other words, the resistance of the conducting plate is given by the 
conformal module of the quadrilateral Q  :=  { ;Ω  z1 ,  z2 ,  z3,  z4}. The 
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conformal module is also closely related to the capacitance C between the 
boundary segments  (z1  ,  z2 , )  and (z3 ,  z4  ) .  This  is  def ined as  the charge 
o n  ( z 1 ,  z 2 ) ,  w h e n  ( z 3 ,  z 4 )  i s  a t  u n i t  p o t e n t i a l  a n d  t h e  r e m a i n d e r  
o f   i s  a t  z e r o  p o t e n t i a l ;  s e e  e . g .  [ 5 ] .  I f  a s  b e f o r e  m (Q )  =  h ,  t h e n  Ω∂
i t  is shown in [12] that 
   { } .∑∞
=
−−−Π= 1n
1
2 ]hπ)1n2([sinh)1n2(
2C  
Regarding applications, we have come across a number of papers in the 
scientific and engineering literature which, in our conformal mapping 
terminology, are concerned specifically with the problem of determining 
conformal modules of quadrilaterals.  Examples of these are references 
[26], [28], [43], [50], [53], and [55], in connection with applications in 
electromagnetic field theory, and references [3],  [27], and [29], in 
connection with the measurement of diffusion coefficients of solid 
materials.  We also mention a recent paper by Gaier [14], which is 
c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  a n  a r e a  p r o b l e m f o r  q u a d r i l a t e r a l s  Q .  I n  t h i s ,  t h e  
geometry of Q  is partly described by three of its four boundary segments, 
the conformal module m(Q) is fixed, and the fourth boundary segment is to 
be determined so that the area of Q  is minimized. The problem is closely 
related to a corresponding area problem for symmetric doubly-connected 
domains which, according to Acker [1],  has several important physical 
interpretations. 
A more general application of the full  conformal map F:  (or hRΩ →
)F ]1[ −  c o n c e r n s  t h e  c o m p u t e r  g e n e r a t i o n  o f  o r t h o g o n a l  c u r v i l i n e a r  
c o - o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m s  f o r  t h e  f i n i t e - d i f f e r e n c e  s o l u t i o n  o f  p a r t i a l  
d i f fe ren t ia l  equa t ions .  Examples  of  th i s  can  be  found in  [2] ,  [30]  and  
[56] ,  and  in  the  rev iew paper  by  Thompson e t  a l  [48]  which  inc ludes  
fourteen pages of discussion on the use of conformal transformations for 
numerical grid generation; see also [49]. 
 
2.2 Properties of m(Q).  
The properties of conformal modules are studied in detail  in Section 
6.11 of  the recent  book by Henrici  [19].  Here,  we merely s ta te  without  
proofs six basic results,  which are important in computational work for 
e s t i ma t i n g  m(Q )  a n d  f o r  c o mpa r i n g  t h e  mo d u l e s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  q u a d r i -
a terals .  
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P 2.1.       If Q  :={ } { }143214321 z,z,z,z;:andz,z,z,z; Ω=Ω Q ,    then 
  m (Q' )  = 1/m(Q )  ; 
see  [10]  and [19:  p .432] .  (The quadri la teral  Q  1  i s  sa id  to  be the con-
jugate (or reciprocal) quadrilateral to Q .)  □  
 
P 2.2.  Let Q  := {  z;Ω 1 ,  z2 ,  z3  ,  z4}  and assume the following: (a) The 
domain  Ω   is symmetric with respect to the straight l ine l  joining the 
po in t s  z 1  and   z 3  .   (b )  The  po in t  z 4  i s  the  mi r ro r  image  in   o f  the  l
point   z2.   Then, 
m(Q )  =  1 ; 
see [21] and [19: p433]. (A quadrilateral of the form described by (a) and 
(b) is said to be a symmetric quadrilateral.)  
 
P 2.3. Variational property of m(Q). 
Let  Q  :=  {  z;Ω 1 ,  z 2  ,  z 3  ,  z 4 } ,  l e t  h  :=  m(Q )  and  l e t  K  be  the  c lass  o f  
real valued functions u which are continuous in 
−Ω  ,  attain the boundary 
v a l u e s  u  =  0  o n  t h e  s e g m e n t  ( z 1 ,  z 2  )  a n d  u  =  1  o n  ( z 3 ,  z 4  ) ,  a n d  a r e  
in the Sobolev space W,( , )i .e.  Ω
K := { })zz(on1u)zz(on0u)(W)(Cεuu 43211 ,,,,: ==Ω∩Ω  . (2.4) 
A l s o ,  l e t  [ u ]  d e n o t e  t h e  D i r i c h l e t  i n t e g r a l  o f  uΩD ∈  K  w i t h  r e s p e c t  
to ,  i .  e Ω
  .     (2.5) ∫∫ += Ω 2Y2XΩ )dxdyu(u:[u]D
Then 
  { }Ku:[u]Dminh Ω1 ∈=−
 = ,   [u]DΩ
where u0 is the solution of the Laplacian problem (2.2) corresponding to 
the boundary values V1 =0 and V2 = 1; see [10:pl80], [13:p66], [19: p434] 
and [58:p73] .  □  
 
P  2 . 4  L e t  Q  : =  (  z;Ω 1 ,  z 2 ,  z 3 ,  z 4 } ,  l e t  ,  b e  a n y  p o i n t  o t h e r  t h a n  z∧z 1 ,  
z4 on the boundary segment (z4,  z1,) ,  and let .z,z,z,zΩ;: 4321 ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧= ∧∧Q
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Then, 
 
m(Q ) > m( ; )(
∧
Q
see [19: p436o]. □  
 
P  2 . 5 .  L e t  Q  : =  { Ω ;  z 1 ,  z 2  ,  z 3  ,  z 4 }  a n d   b e  ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧= ∧∧ 4321 z,z,zz:Ω:Q
two quadrilaterals which have the two boundary segments (z2,  z3) and (z4,  
z1) in common, and which are such that Q c H, the inclusion being proper. 
Then, 
 m(Q ) < rn ; )(
∧
Q
(see [19: p436]). □ 
 
P  2 .6 .  Le t  z j  ;  j  =  1 , 2 , . . . , 6 ,  b e  s i x  p o i n t s  i n  c o u n t e r - c l o c k w i s e  o r d e r  
o n   a n d ,  b y  m e a n s  o f  a  c r o s s - c u t  Ω∂ Γ  f r o m  z 3  t o  z s ,  d e c o m p o s e  
Ω  into two disjoint Jordan domains ,  and  so that 1Ω 2Ω
   ,)z,(zΓ)z,(z)z,(zΩ 1632211 ∪∪∪=∂
and 
  . Γ)z(z)z,(z)z,(zΩ 65,64432 ∪∪∪=∂
If Q : = { } , Q5421 z,z,z,z:Ω  1 := { }63211 z,z,z,z:Ω  and Q2 := {Ω 2 , 
}5436 z,z,z,z  , then 
 
   m (Q ) ≥  m (Q  1)   +    m(Q  2) , 
and equality occurs when the cross-cut Γ  is an equipotential of the 
so lu t ion  o f  p rob lem (2 .2 ) ,  co r responding  to  the  boundary  va lues  V 1  =  
0 and V2 = 1; see [19: p437]. □  
 
Several other interesting results on conformal modules are derived in 
the two papers by Hersch [20,21] where, in particular,  the modules of 
various non-trivial quadrilaterals are determined by elementary methods. 
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3. Numerical methods. 
3.1 Methods based on approximating the conformal map of Ω onto the unit 
disc. 
 Le t  Q  :=  { ,  l e t  h  :=  m(Q ) ,  and  le t  f  be  the  },z,z,z,zΩ; 4321
function which maps conformally  Ω onto the unit disc D := { } so 1|ζ|:ζ <
that  f(z*) = 0  and  f '(z* ) > 0, where  z*   is some fixed point in  Ω .  
Then, the conformal map  F: hR→Ω   can be expressed as 
   F = S o f ,       (3.1) 
where S:D →  Rh is a simple Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. In fact,  
once  the  images   =  f ( )  ;  j  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  o f  the  four  boundary  po in t s  jζ jz
jz  are found, S can be written down in terms of an inverse Jacobian 
elliptic sine, and the conformal module h can be determined by computing 
the  ra t io  of  two comple te  e l l ip t ic  in tegra ls  of  the  f i r s t  k ind;  see  e .g .  
[4],  [32] and [35]. For this reason, in theory at least,  the problem of 
approximating F may be regarded as solved once a suitable approximation 
to  f  :   D i s  found.  In  par t icu lar ,  i f  f  i s  known exac t ly  then ,  in  →Ω
theory, (3.1) gives the exact conformal map F. In practice however, the 
application of (3.1) is restricted by a well-known numerical difficulty 
which is caused by a certain crowding phenomenon. This can be described as 
follows. 
 
The points   = f( ) ;  j  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  divide the uni t  c i rc le  into the jξ jz
four arcs ( );jζ,jζ  j = 1,2,3 and :jγ 1+= ( ).ζ,ζ:γ 144 =  Let  be 1ϕ
the length of the smaller of the two arcs   and  ,  and le t  ,  be  1γ 3γ 2ϕ
the length of the smaller of 3γ  and 4γ .  Then, the numerical difficulty 
mentioned above is due to the fact that 1ϕ ,  becomes very small even when 
the conformal module h is only moderately large, and  becomes very 2ϕ
small even when h is only moderately small.  More precisely, i t  can be 
shown tha t  i f  h  i s  " l a rge"  then  
         (3.2) πh/2),exp(~1 −ϕ
and if h is "small" then 
         (3.3) .π/2h)exp(~2 −ϕ
Therefore, if h is either large or small then some of the images of the
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p o i n t s  z j ;  j  =  1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ,  o n  t h e  u n i t  c i r c l e  w i l l  b e  v e r y  c l o s e  t o  e a c h  
o t h e r .  T h i s  c r o w d i n g  o f  p o i n t s  m a y  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  a  f o r m  o f  
il l-conditioning, in the sense that a numerical procedure based on t h e  u s e  
of  (3 .1)  may fai l  to  provide a  meaniningful  approximation to  ,  hRΩ:F →
even i f  an accurate approximation to  D:f →Ω ,  i s  used.  In  par t icular ,  
the  process  wil l  break down completely i f ,  due to  the crowding,  the 
computer  fa i ls  to  recognize the points   ;  j  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  in  the correct  jζ
order .  For  example,  i f  h  = 12 then i t  can be shown that  ,   <  5.3xl01ϕ - 8 .  
Thus,  in  this  case,  the procedure wil l  fa i l on a computer with 
precis ion 10- 7 ,  even i f  the conformal  map f  is  performed exact ly .  (A 
more detai led discussion of  the above can be found in  [35:  §2] .  See also 
[10:  p179],  [19:  p428], the remarks of Trefethen in his  preface of  
[54:  p4] ,  and  the  paper  by  Zemach  [60]  which concerns a  s imilar  but  more 
general  conformal  mapping diff icul ty . )  
As might be expected, all our remarks concerning crowding also apply to 
the use of the composition 
  F[-1] = f [-1]O S[-1] ,       (3.4) 
for computing approximations to the inverse map F[-1] : Rh . Thus, the → Ω
crowding phenomenon is a serious numerical drawback of procedures based on 
the use of both (3.1) and (3.4). However, such procedures deserve strong 
consideration for the following reasons: 
 
(i) Methods based on the use of (3.1) and (3.4) benefit from a very 
important advantage. This is connected with the fact that the problems of 
determining the conformal maps  D:f →Ω  and f[-1] : D  are very → Ω
well-studied. As a result, there are many efficient numerical methods for 
computing approximations to f and to f [-1]. For details of such methods 
we refer the reader to the following: (a) The classic monograph by Gaier 
[9]  which,  a l though wri t ten in  1964,  is  s t i l l  very relevant .  (b)  Volume 
III  of  Henrici's Applied and Computational Complex Analysis [19]. (c) The 
collection of recent papers on numerical conformal mapping, which was 
edited in 1986 by Trefethen [54]. (In particular, this collection contains 
a survey [18] of almost all the known methods for approximating f [-1], and 
a report [41] of recent developments for dealing with corner and pole-type 
singularities in numerical methods for f. ) 
 
(i i)  Crowding difficulties can be anticipated by using the quantity  
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    (3.5) ⎩⎨
⎧
−
−=
,large""ishif,πh/2}exp{8
,small""ishif,π/(2h)}exp{8
C
as a  measure;  see  (3 .2)  -  (3 .3)  and the discussion in  [35:  §2] .  Although 
the conformal  module h is  not  known a pr ior i ,  a  re l iable  indicat ion of  
the extent of crowding can be provided by using a crude estimate of h in  
(3 .5) .  I t  i s  of ten possible  to  determine such crude est imates ,  by using 
the propert ies  of  m(Q )  l is ted in  Sect ion 2.2.  
Unless C is small by comparison to the precision of the computer,  or 
to  the accuracy of  the avai lable  approximation to  f  (or  f  [ -1]) ,  the use 
of  (3 .1)  or  (3 .4)  wil l  not  present  any crowding diff icul t ies .  For  example,  
i f  h ∈[0 .4 ,2 .5]  then  (3 .5)  g ives  tha t  C >  0 .157 .  There  fore ,  for  such  
values of h there will  be no difficulties due to crowding, unless the 
approximation to f (or f [-1]) is very inaccurate. 
 
( i i i )  For  an important  c lass  of  quadri la terals  the numerical  diff-  
icul t ies  assocated with crowding can be overcome by using a  domain 
decomposition method; see [38,39] and the discussion in Section 5 below.  
 
(iv) Procedures based on the use of (3.1) and (3.4) have been applied 
successfully to many problems, for determining the conformal maps of 
non-trivial quadrilaterals.  Examples of such applications can be found in 
the following: (a) References [22] and [42], where numerical methods based 
on the integral equation formulation of Symm [46] are used for the 
approximation of the conformal map Df →Ω: .  (b) References [33] and 
[37], where an orthonormalization method, based on the properties of the 
Bergman Kernel function of Ω ,  is used for the approximation of f.  (c) The 
recent paper by Trefethen [53], who considers polygonal quadrilaterals, and 
uses his Schwarz-Christoffel package [51,52] for approximating the 
conformal map f [-1] :  D → Ω . 
 
3.2 Methods based on approximating the conformal map of an associated 
doubly-connected domain onto a circular annulus. 
Methods  of  th i s  type  can  be  used  only  in  cases  where  the  
quadrilateral Q  := { Ω ;  z1,  z2,  z3,  z4 }has one of the two special forms 
illustrated in Fig 1. 
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Figure 1 
 
 
Following [35: §3] we consider first the case where Q  is of the form 
i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  F i g  l ( a ) .  T h a t  i s ,  Ω ,  i s  b o u n d e d  b y  a  s e g m e n t  L 1  :  =  
( z 4 ,  z 1 )  o f  t h e  r e a l  a x i s ,  a  s t r a i g h t  l i n e  L 2  : =  ( z 2 ,  z 3 . , )  i n c l i n e d  a t  a n  
a n g l e  / n  t o  Lπ 1 ,  w i t h  n  ≥  1  a n  i n t e g e r ,  a n d  t w o  J o r d a n  a r c s  Γ 1  a n d  
2Γ .  P r o c e e d i n g  e x a c t l y  a s  i n  [ 3 5 ] ,  w e  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  a r c s  Γ 1  a n d  2Γ  
a r e  g i v e n  i n  p o l a r  c o - o r d i n a t e s  b y  
  1,2,jπ/n};θ0,iθe)θ(pz:{z:r jj =≤≤==
with 0 < p2 )  < p(θ 1 , )(θ ]n/,0[ π∈θ , and denote by dΩ  the 2n-fold symmetric 
doubly-connected domain obtained by first reflecting Ω  about the straight 
line L2. That is, 
,)ΓExt()ΓInt(:dΩ 21
)) ∩=       (3.6a)   
where 
  ,,};,)(:{: 21j20iejpzzj =π≤θ≤θθ==Γ
))    (3.6b) 
with 
and  
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
−=∈+=+
∈=
1.1(1)2nkπ/n],[0,θθ),n/(kπjp,θ)n/(kπjp
π/n],[0,θ,θ)(jp)θ(jp
))
)
  (3.6c) 
Then,  for  a  cer ta in value of  q ,  0  < q < 1,  dΩ  i s  conformally equivalent  
to  the annulus  
 1},ζq:{ζ:qA <<=  
and the reciprocal of the inner radius, i .e.  the value M: = 1/q, is called 
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the conformal modulus of  . dΩ
 Let g  be the function which maps  conformally onto Aq so that dΩ
the  curve  1Γ
)
 i s  mapped onto  the  uni t  c i rc le   1.ζ =   Also ,  l e t  
   ,}/iπlogζ{n:T(ζ( =
and let  denote the sector qS
  . }π/n0i,rq,ireζ:{ζ:qS <ϕ<<<ϕ==
Then, the function T maps  Sq conformally onto the rectangle 
where  
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
−=
<<<<+==
logq)/πo(nh
h},η1,0ξ0:iηξ{w:R h
so that the four corners of  Sq  are mapped respectively onto those of  .  hR
It follows from the above that 
 m(Q ) = h 
= -(n logq )/ π  ,  
and that the conformal map  can be expressed as hRΩ:F →
 F = T o g  . 
In other words, the problem of determining F is equivalent to that of 
determining the conformal map  .qAdΩ: →g
 Consider now the case where Q  is of the form illustrated in Fig l(b),  
and  l e t  the  a rcs  (z 1 ,  z 2  )  and  (z 3 ,  z 4 )  have  ca r tes ian  equa t ion   :{x}jτy =
j  = 1,2 .  That is,  let 
 } ,     (3.7a) z,z,z,z;{Ω: 4321=Q
where 
 ,(x)}τy(x)τ1,x0:y){(x,:Ω 21 <<<<=     (3.7b) 
and 
 .(0)iτz,(1)iτ1z
,(1)iτ1z,(0)iτz
2321
1211
=+=
−==
     (3.7c)
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Then, the function 
  v(z) := exp(iπ z) , 
maps Ω  conformally onto the upper half of a symmetric doubly-connected 
domain  which has the form (3.6) with  n = 1  and dΩ
 1,2j;(θθ/π)jπτexp{(θθjp =−=  . 
Therefore, 
 F = T o g  o V , 
and the equivalence of the conformal maps   and  g  hRΩ:F → .qAdΩ: →
persists.  
 We end this section by making the following remarks in connection 
with the use of the compositions 
  F = T o g  , F = T o g  o V ,     (3.8) 
And 
  F[-1] = g  [-1]  o T[[-1], F[-1] = V[-1] o g  [-1] o T[-1],   (3.9) 
for computing approximations to F and to the inverse conformal map F[-1]: 
Ω.Rh →  
 (i) As was previously remarked, the application of (3.8) and (3.9) is 
res t r ic ted to  quadri la terals  having one of  the two special  forms 
i l lustrated in  Fig 1.  We note  however  that  the mapping of  such 
quadri la terals  has  received considerable  a t tent ion recent ly;  see e .g .  [6] ,    
[15] ,  [30] ,  [45] ,  and [56] .  
(i i)  Procdures based on the use of (3.8) and (3.9) are not affected by 
crowding of the form described in Section 3.1. 
 (i i i)  The use of (3.8) or (3.9) for approximating F or F[ -1 ]  depends 
on the availability of a suitable approximation to or g.AΩ: qd →g [ -1 ] :  
.ΩA dq →  Although the conformal mapping of doubly-connected domains has 
received much less attention than that of simply-connected domains, there 
are several good numerical methods for approximating g  and g [ -1 ]  ;  see 
e.g. [7], [8], [9: Kap.V], [15], [19: §17.2-17.5], [23], [34], [47] and
13 
 
[57]. Furthermore, some of these methods involve more or less the same 
computational effort as the corresponding methods for approximating 
DΩ:f →  or f [ -1 ]  :  .  This can be seen by comparing, for example, ΩD →
the  fo l lowing :  (a )  The  numer ica l  methods  fo r  f  and  g  t ha t  a r i se  f rom 
the  in tegra l  equa t ion  fo rmula t ions  o f  Symm [46 ,47] ;  see  in  pa r t i cu la r  
[23 :  §2.3]. (b) The Bergman kernel method for f and the corresponding 
o r t hono rma l i za t i on  me thod  fo r  g ;  s e e  [33 ,34 ]  and  [40 ] .  ( c )  The  
Theodersen method for  f [ - 1 ]  and the Garr ick method for  g[-1]  ;  see e .g .  
[9:  pp 61-107, 194-207], [19: pp 404-408, 474-478] and [15]. 
 
3.3  A finite element method 
Let h := m(Q ),  where as before Q  := { Ω ;  z. 1 ,  z2,  z3,  z4}, and recall  
the  va r ia t iona l  p roper ty  P2 .3 ,  i . e .  
         k}u:[u]Ωmin{Dh
1 ∈=−
   ,       (3.10) ][ uDΩ=
where K,  and u]u[DΩ 0 are respectively the class of functions (2.4),  the 
Dirichlet integral (2.5) and the solution of problem (2.2) with V1 = 0 and 
V2 = 1. Also, let 
 ,}z,{zon1u),z,(zon0u(ΩΩ)w)Ωc(u:{u:k 14321
' ==∩=  
and observe that 
   }ku:[u]min{Dh 'Ω ∈=
             (3.11) .][uD '0Ω=
where  is the solution of the Laplacian problem '0u
Ωin0,uxyΔ
'
0 =        (3.12a) 
      (3.12b) )z,(zon1,u);z,(zon0,u 14
'
o32
'
0 ==
 .)z,(z)z,(zon0,
n
u
4221
'
0 ∪=∂
∂       (3.12c) 
(This follows by applying P2.3 to the conjugate quadrilateral
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Q '  := { Ω ;  z. 2 ,  z3,  z4,  z1}, and recalling that m(Q ' )  = h-1;  see property 
P2.1).  Finally, let 
 ,}Ku:[u]ΩD{minα
)∈=       (3.13a) 
and 
 ,}Ku:[u]Ωmin{Dβ
')∈=       (3.13b) 
where K
)
 and 'K
)
 are respectively subclasses of K and K'.   Then, it  follows 
at once from (3.10) and (3.11) that 
 .       (3.13c) βhα 1 ≤≤−
 The above observations form the basis of a finite element method due to 
Gaier [10], for computing approximations to h := m(Q ) in cases where  is a .Ω
polygonal domain. More precisely, the method of [10] determines upper and 
lower bounds to h of the form (3.13), by computing finite element solutions 
to the two Laplacian problems associated with the quadrilaterals Q  and Q ' ;  
i .e.  to problem (2.2) with V1 = 0 and V2 = 1, and to problem (3.12). The 
f in i te  e lement  d i scre t iza t ion  used  in  [10]  involves  the  fo l lowing:   (a )  
Partit ioning the polygonal region Ω  into regular triangular (or rectang-
ular)  elements,  so that each of the points Zj;  j  = 1,2,3,4,  coincides with 
a node of the subdivision,  (b) Taking K
)
 and 'K
)
 to be finite-  dimensional 
spaces of l inear (or bil inear) functions.  
 The method of [10] has been analyzed fully, particularly by Weisel 
[58], and estimates of the order of convergence are given in both [10] and 
[58]; see also [13: pp.69-70]. This is of course an important theoretical 
advantage of the method. Unfortunately however, the speed of convergence 
is in general slow, because in any non-trivial application the Laplacian 
problems associated with Q  and Q '  contain boundary singularities,  i .e.  
"corner" singularities of the type that arise frequently in the study of 
elliptic mixed boundary value problems. In particular,  serious 
singularities occur when the polygon Ω∂  contains re-entrant corners,  or 
when one or more of the points Zj; j  = 1,2,3,4, do not coincide with 
corners of  .  The damaging effect of such singularities is predicted by Ω∂
the analysis of [58], and also by the more general finite element theory of 
Laplacian boundary value problems which has been developed in recent years; 
see e.g. [17]. Furthermore, i t  is now well-known from this general theory 
that the situation can be improved by the use of singular elements.  This
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approach has been applied successfully by Weisel [58] in connection with 
the  use  of a different,  but similar,  method for computing approximations to 
the conformal modules of doubly-connected domains. 
 
3.4 A Fourier series method 
Let  Q  be  of  the  form i l lus t ra ted in  Fig.  l (b)  and assume that  (z1 ,z2  )  
i s  a  segment  of  the  real  axis .   That  is ,  le t  
 Q  := { ; z.Ω 1, z2, z3, z4},      (3.14a) 
where 
 ,τ(x)}y01,x0:y){(x,:Ω <<<<=     (3.14b) 
And 
 iττ(0)z,iττ(11z1,z0,z 4321 =+===     (3.14c) 
Also,  le t  h  := m(Q )  and,  as  before ,  le t  F[ - 1 ]  denote  the conformal  map 
F[ - 1 ] : .  Then,  i f  fol lows from the Schwarz ref lect ion pr inciple  that    ΩRh →
the  conformal  map F[ - 1 ]  can be extended to  map the infini te  s t r ip  
h}η0,ξ:η){(ξ( <<∞<<−∞  o n t o  t h e  i n f i n i t e  d o m a i n  b o u n d e d  b y  t h e  
x - a x i s  and the curve )x(y τ)= ,  where  τ)  i s  the  per iodic  funct ion def ined 
by  τ) (±x) =  (X),  0 ≤  x ≤  1,  and τ (x)τx)(2τ )) =+ .  This implies that the 
funct ion   F [ - 1 ]  (W) -  w is  per iodic  with  per iod 2,  and that  F [ - 1 ]  has  a  
ser ies   representat ion of  the form 
 ,      (3.15) sinkπicw(w)F
1k
k
1][ ∑∞
=
− +=
where the coefficients  are all  real.  kc
 Let 
   ,ih)(ξFRe:x(ξ( 1][ += −
so that 
  iττ(x(ξ)))x(ξih)(ξF 1][ +=+−  
Then, it  is easy to see that the Fourier series expansions of the functions
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τ(x(ξ))and)x(ξ  are of the form 
       (3.16) ,sinkπihcothkπ.aξ~)x(ξ
1k
k∑∞
=
+
and 
,coskπo.
1k
kah~τ(x(ξ)) ∑∞=+      (3,17)   
where the coefficients  are related to those of  (3.15) by ka
  ,hsinhkπkcka =        (3.18) 
Also, from (3.17) we have that 
  .       (3.19) ∫= 10 τ(χ(ξ))dξh
        The above results lead to a numerical conformal mapping method for 
quadrilaterals of the form (3.14), which was proposed, but not analyzed, by 
Challis and Burley [6].  This method of [6] is based on solving a set of 
nonlinear equations that arise from the discrete Fourier series analogues 
o f  ( 3 . 1 6 ) ,  ( 3 . 1 7 )  a n d  ( 3 . 1 9 ) ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  n o d e s  rξ  : =  r / N ;  
r  =  0,1,. . . ,N. More precisely, the method involves solving iteratively, by 
a Jacobi type algorithm, the equations 
,N0,1,....,r;rξsinkπ
~
hcothkπ
1N
1K
~
karξ)r(ξ
~
x =
−
=
+= ∑  
    ,N1,2,....,k;rξcoskπ))r(ξ
N
0r
~
xτ('
~
ka N
2 =
=
= ∑  
∑
=
=
N
0r
rN
1 .))(ξ
~
xτ(
~
h  
for the unknowns ~ ;  k = 1,2,...,N, and ak
~
h . Once these unknowns are found, 
the conformal map F[-1]  is approximated by 
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  ;sinkπi
~
hcosechkπ
N
1k
~
kaw(w)
~
F 1][ ∑=+=
−  
See Eqs (3.15) and (3.18). 
It  turns out that the above method of Challis and Burley is equivalent 
to a known method of the type discussed in Section 3.2, although this is 
not immediately apparent from the work of [6].  More specifically, the 
method of [6] is equivalent to expressing F[ -1 ]  in the composite form given 
by the second equation in (3.9),  i .e.  as 
  F[-1] = V[-1] o g[-1] o T[-1] ,       (3.20) 
and using the well-known method of Garrick ([9],  [16], [19], [25]) for 
approximating the conformal map g[ -1 ]   :   This equivalence is .ΩA dq →
established in [15], where also the theory of the method of Garrick is used 
to provide some theoretical justification for the numerical method proposed 
in [6]. 
 We end this section by making the following remarks: 
 
 (i) The doubly-connected domain  corresponding to (3.14) is  of  the form .Ωd
(3.6) with n = 1, 1)(θρ1 =  and πτ(θ/π)}.exp{)(θρ2 −=  That is,  for 
quadrilaterals of the type considered in [6],  the outer boundary component 
of  is the unit circle and, because of this,  the Garrick algorithm .Ωd
s impli f ies  considerably.  This  s impli f ied a lgori thm is  par t icular ly  
eff ic ient  i f  use  is  made of  the fas t  Fourier  t ransform (FFT).  The 
algori thm is  then fas t ,  in  the sense that  i t  requires  the  appl icat ion of  
only two FFT's  in  each i terat ive s tep;  see [15:  4 .2 ,5]  and [18:  p .74] .  
 
 ( i i)  The method of Garrick can, of course, also be used in conjunction 
with (3.20) for the mapping of quadrilaterals having the more general form 
(3.7). In this case however, the associated doubly-connected domain  dΩ
does not display any special simplifying features, apart from symmetry. 
Thus, the general Garrick algorithm must be used, and this involves the 
application of four FFT's in each iterative step; see [15]. 
 
( i i i)  The results of several numerical experiments il lustrating the above 
comments and also the convergence properties of the method of Garrick, are 
given in [15: Sect.6]; see also [35: Sect.4]. 
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(iv) A Fourier series method has also been used by Wanstrath et al [56], 
for  the  mapping of  quadri la terals  of  the  form (3.7) .  I t  i s  of  interest  to  
note  that  their  ser ies  representat ion of  the mapping funct ion F[ - 1 ]  can 
also be der ived from the theory of  the Garr ick method,  via  the use of  
(3 .20) .  
 
3.5  A finite difference method 
Let Q  := { ;  zΩ. 1 ,  z2,  z3,  z4}, where the domain  is bounded by four Ω.
Jordan arcs, and the points z1,  z2,  z3,  z4 are the corners where these arcs 
intersect.  That is,  the quadrilaterals under consideration are of the form 
i l lust ra ted in  Fig.  1 ,  except  that  now al l  four  s ides  of  Q  are  a l lowed to  
be curved. 
The conformal mapping of quadrilaterals of the above special form has 
been considered recently by Seidl and Klose [45]. Their numerical method 
involves the use of an iterative algorithm which solves by finite 
differences a coupled pair of Laplacian mixed boundary value problems in 
Rh, for the unknown functions 
   . η),(ξη)y(ξ(andη),(ξη)x(ξ( 1][1][ −− == ImFReF
(Of  course ,  the  he igh t  o f  the  rec tang le  R h ,  i . e .  the  conformal  module  
h  :=  m(Q ) ,  i s  a l so  an  unknown of  the  two  Lap lac ian  p rob lems . )  
 The method of [45] is based to a large extent on experimental 
observations. Also, in the numerical examples the authors are mainly 
interested in comparing the efficiencies of methods for solving the 
discretized Laplacian problems; e.g. the SLOR and the multigrid. 
 
3.6 A modified Schuarz-Christoffel transformation method 
This is a recent method due to Howell and Trefethen [24], for computing 
approximations to h := m(Q ) and to F[-1] :  in cases where  is a ΩR h → Ω
polygonal domain. The method is designed to overcome the crowding 
difficulties which, when h is large, affect the use of procedures based on 
(3 .4 ) ;  see  Sec t ion  3 .1 .  Th i s  i s  done  by  us ing  an  in f in i t e  s t r ip ,  ins tead  
o f  the unit disc, as the intermediate canonical domain. More precisely the 
method of [24] is based on expressing F[ -1 ]  in the form 
   F[-1] = ,sof 1][1][ −− )
)
      (3.21) 
where 1][1][ fands −−
))   are as follows: 
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(a) denotes the conformal map of R
1][
S
−∧
h onto the infinite strip { }1t0,s:t)(s,:σ ∞−= < <∞< <  ,   ( T h i s  ma p  i s  k n o w n  e x a c t l y  i n  t e r ms  
of h and the logarithm of a Jacobian elliptic sine.) 
(b)  is a modified Schwarz-Christoffel transformation Ωσ:f
1][ →−∧
that maps the strip σ  onto the polygon .   (An algorithm for constructing Ω
1][
f
−∧
  i s  descr ibed with ful l  computat ional  detai ls  in  [24]. )  
The efficiency of methods based on the use of (3.21) is i l lustrated in 
[24] by several impressive examples, involving the conformal map of highly 
elongated quadrilaterals. 
 
4. Numerical examples 
In  th i s  sec t ion  we present  th ree  numer ica l  examples ,  chosen  to  
il lustrate the following: 
.  The application of the conformal map hRF →Ω:  to the solution of 
"singular" Laplacian boundary value problems of the form (2.2); Examples 1 
and 2. 
.  The remarks (i) ,  (i i)  and (iv) made in Section 3.1, in connection 
with the use of  procedures  based on expressing the conformal  maps F or  
F[- ' ]  in the composite forms (3.1) or (3.4); Examples 1 and 2. 
. The crowding difficuties associated with the use of procedures of the 
type described in Section 3.1, in cases where the conformal module h is 
"large" or "small"; Example 3. 
.  The efficiency of procedures of the type described in Section 3.2, 
for the mapping of quadrilaterals having one of the two special forms 
illustrated in Fig. 1; Example 3. 
 
Example 1. Consider the solution of the Laplacian problem (2.2) in the 
case where: 
(a) The  quadrilateral  Q  := { }4321 z,z,z,z;Ω consists  of  the 
rectangle 
 { }1y01x)yx( <<<Ω ,:,:  , 
and the points 
 z1 = -1,  z2 = 0,  z3 = 1,  z 4 = 1 + i . 
 (b) The Dirichlet boundary values are 
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V1 = 500  and  V2 = 1,000 .  
This problem has a serious boundary singulari ty at  the point z2  =0, in the 
sense that the first  derivatives of its solution become unbounded at z2.  
More specifically, the singularity occurs because in the neighbourhood of 
z2 the solution u has a series expansion of the form 
 u(rcosθ, rsinθ) = 500 +  ∑∞ += +0n 1/2)θ(ncos
n
rna 2
1
,    (4.1) 
where  ( r , θ )  a re  po lar  coord ina tes .  ( In  fac t ,  i t  can  be  shown tha t  the  
expansion (4.1) is valid everywhere in Ω ; see [44].) 
 The above problem is often referred to as the "Motz problem", because 
it  was first  considered by Motz [31] in 1946, as an example for solving 
singular Laplacian problems by a modified finite difference technique. 
Since then it  has become a standard test problem, for comparing the 
performances of numerical methods in the presence of boundary 
singularities. Here, we consider the solution of the Motz problem by 
conformal transformations and, in particular,  by expressing the conformal 
map F :  in the composite form (3.1), i.e. as hRΩ →
   F = S o f .       (4.2) 
 
 The use of (4.2) recommends itself because in this case the conformal 
map f :   is known exactly in terms of a Jacobian elliptic sine; see DΩ →
e.g. [4: p44], [32: p280] and [59]. In addition, the conformal m o d u l e  h  i s  
known exac t ly  in  te rms  of  two comple te  e l l ip t ic  in tegra l s  o f  the  f i r s t  
kind; see [44: Eq. (6.23)] and [59]. In fact,  to nine decimal places, 
 
 h = 1.469 218 032 .  
 
Hence the measure of  crowding (3.5)  is  
 
 C = 0.795 805 280 .  
 
Therefore, we can conclude that,  in this case, the implementation of (4.2) 
wil l  not  be affected by crowding of  the form descr ibed in  Sect ion 3.1 .  
 It  follows from the above that (4.2) gives the exact solution of the 
Motz problem, in terms of elliptic functions and integrals.  Surprisingly, 
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this does not appear to be generally recognized, althoug the exact solution 
has been available in [59], since 1972. 
The conformal map (4.2) has also been used by Rosser and Papamichael 
[44], for developing a procedure that computes accurate approximations to 
the coeff ic ients  an  of  the expansion (4.1) .  This  procedure is  essent ia l ly  
based  on  express ing  the  coef f ic ien ts   in  t e rms  of  the  coeff ic ien ts  in,na  
the  ser ies  expansions of  the  var ious e l l ipt ic  funct ions and integrals  
involved in the conformal maps f and S. The computed approximations to the 
v a l u e s  a n / 5 0 0 ;  n  =  0 , 1 , . . . , 1 9 ,  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  f i r s t  t w e n t y  
coeff ic ients  of  (4 .1) ,  are  l is ted in pages 34 and 35 of  [44] .  From these 
we can conclude, for example, that the exact values of the first  four 
coefficients are given, to fourteen significant figures, by: 
 a0 = 401.16 24537 4523 , 
 a1 = 87.655 92019 5088 , 
 a2 - 17.237 41507 9446 , 
and 
 a3 = -8.0712 15259 6981 . 
Example 2.  We consider again the solution of a Laplacian problem of the 
fo rm (2 .2 ) ,  where  now:  
 (a)  The quadri la teral  Q  :=  {  zΩ; 1 ,  z2 ,  z3 ,  z4}   consis ts   of   the  
L-shaped domain 
 { } { },3y11,x:y)(x,1y3,x1:y)(x,:Ω <<−<∪<<<−=  
and the points 
  z1 = 3 - i,   z2 = 3 + i,   z3 = -1 + 3i,  z4 = -1 - i . 
 (b )  The  Di r i ch le t  boundary  va lues  a re  
 V1 = 0  and V2 - 1 . 
The above problem also has a boundary singularity, which this time occurs 
because the f i rs t  der ivat ives  of  the solut ion u become unbounded at  the  
r e - e n t r a n t  c o r n e r  
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    i1cz += . 
In this case the exact conformal map f :   is  not known. However,  DΩ →
by using elliptic integrals or symmetry arguments, i t  can be shown that 
         h := m(Q ) = 31 ; 
see [10],  and [20,21],  That is ,  the conformal module of Q  is  given to six 
decimal places by 
         h = 0.577 350 .  
Also,  although the exact solution of the Laplacian problem is not known, it  
i s  easy to  show by using symmetry arguments  that  the  value of  u  a t  the  
re-entrant corner  is cz
         . 2/3cu =
For the numerical solution of the problem we use again the composite 
t r ans fo rmat ion  (3 .1 ) . However ,  s ince  in  th i s  case  the  conformal  map  
f :    is  not known exactly, we perform the transformation F :   DΩ → hR→Ω
approximately by means of 
                (4.3) ,
~
fSo
~
F =
where  is an approximation to f.  More specifically, the approximation ~f ~f  
is obtained by using the Bergman kernel method (BKM), i.e. an orthonormal-
ization method based on the properties of the Bergman kernel function of Ω . 
Full details of the BKM procedure used can be found, for example, in [33]. 
Here, we only note that the BKM leads to approximations of the form 
      ∑∞
=
=
1n
nnn ,(z)vα(z)f  
that in our case 26f:
~
f = ,  and that the coefficients  and basis functions nα
Ωv ;  n = 1,2,. . . ,26, involved in the formula for 
~
f , are listed in [36: Ex. 
2.3].   We also note that the estimate of the maximum error in 
~
f   is 
         
51022E −×= .       (4.4) 
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Regarding crowding,  in  this  case (3 .5)  gives  
 C  =  8  exp{ 23π /− }  =  0 .526  629 ,  
i . e .  the re  a re  no  c rowding  d i f f i cu l t i e s .  We can  the re fo re  conc lude  tha t  
the estimate (4.4) also gives a good indication of the accuracy of the 
approximation (4.3) and of our numerical solution to the Laplacian problem. 
This is confirmed by the computed approximations to the conformal module h 
and to the value , which are as follows: cu
  
~
h  = 0.570 340  and   = 0.666 674 , c
~u
i . e . ,  h  -  6cc
5 107.0u~uand101.0
~
h −− ×=−×=  .   ( T h e  c o m p u t e d  a p p r o x -
imat ions  to  u  a t  severa l  o the r  po in t s  in  
−Ω  a re  l i s t ed  in  [37 :  p82] . )   By  
comparison,  the  f ini te  e lement  method out l ined in  Sect ion 3.3  gives  the 
fo l lowing  lower  and  upper  bounds  to  h :  
0.577 25 < h < 0.577 45 .  
These bounds were obtained in [10: p191], by solving a set of 12,351 linear 
equations corresponding to a discretization based on the use of rectangular 
elements and bilinear test functions. 
 Further  examples ,  i l lus t ra t ing the appl icat ion of  the  composi te  
t ransformation (3.1)  to  the solut ion of  Laplacian and other  more general  
elliptic boundary value problems, can be found in [37] and [42]. 
 
Example  3 . Let ,  denote  the  quadr i la te ra l  i l lus t ra ted  in  F ig .  2 .  That  lQ
is,   where: }z,z,z,z;{Ω:Q 4321ll =
        (a)    is the trapezium bounded by the real and imaginary axes and lΩ
the lines  1.where,1xyandx >−+== lll  
 (b )  The  poin ts  z 1 ,  z 2 ,  z 3 ,  z 4  a re  the  corners  of  ,  i . e .  lΩ
 Z 1  =  0 ,   z 2  =  1 ,   z 3  =  1  +  i l ,   z 4  =  i (  -  1 )  .  l
Also, let  and observe that the exact values of  are known in )m(Q:h ll = lh
terms of  e l l ipt ic  integrals ;  see  [4:  p104] .  For  example,  the  exact  values  
o f  h 2 . 5 ,  h 5 . 0  and  h 1 0 . 0  a re  g iven ,  to  n ine  dec imal  p laces ,  by :  
 h2 . 5  = 1.779 359 959, h5 . 0  = 4.279 364 400 ,  
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and 
 
h1 0 , 0=9.279 364 400 .  
 
In this example we compute approximations to    = 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, ;h l l
by using each of the following two methods: 
Method 1:   This method is based on using the composite form (3.1), i.e. on 
a p p r o x i m a t i n g  t h e  c o n f o r m a l  m a p  ;D:f →Ω ll  s e e  S e c t i o n  3 . 1 .  A s  i n  
E x a mp l e  2 ,  t h e  a p p r o x i ma t i o n  t o   i s  o b t a i n e d  b y  u s i n g  t h e  B K M .  lf
 
Method 2:  This  method  is  based  on using the composite form (3.8),  i .e.  on 
a p p r o x i m a t i n g  t h e  c o n f o r m a l  m a p  dqd whereAg )()( ,: lll Ω→Ω i s  t h e  
doubly-connected domain associated with the quadrilateral  see Section ;lQ
3.2. The approximation to  is obtained by an orthonormalization method lg
(ONM),  which may be regarded as  the general izai ton of  the BKM to the 
mapping of doubly-connected domains. (The details of the ONM procedure 
used can be found in [34].) 
The approximations computed by each of the ,.,.,.; 0100552htoh =− lll
above methods are listed in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.  In the tables we 
also list  the values E£ and e^, whose meanings are as follows: 
.  denotes the estimate of the maximum error in modulus in the BKM lE
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approximation to   (Table  1),  or  the  ONM  approximation  to  Df →Ωll :
qd Ag →Ω )(: ll ( tab le  2) .  
.  denotes the absolute error in the approximation lε l
~
h , i.e.   := lε
|
~
hh| ll −  . 
In  addi t ion,  in  Table  1  we l is t  the  values  
 
{ }/2πh8exp:c ll −=  ;  , = 2.5,5.0,10.0 , l
 
which measure the "crowding" associated with the use of Method 1;  see 
Eq. (3.5). 
TABLE 1 (Method 1) 
 
l  lE  lC  l
~
h  l∈  
2.5 6105,3 −×  1109.4 −×  1.779 360 754 7100.8 −×  
5.0 6104.1 −×  3106.9 −×  4.279  424 389 5100.6 −×  
10.0 4101.1 −×  6107.3 −×  Method fails - 
 
TABLE 2 (Method 2) 
 
l  lE  l
~
h  l∈  
2.5 6108.1 −×  1.799 359 961 9100.2 −×  
5.0 7103.6 −×  4.279 364 401 9100.1 −×  
10.0 5103.1 −×  9.279 364 291 7101.1 −×  
 
We make the following remarks in connection with the results of Method 
I,  l isted in Table 1: 
  .    The valueC2 . 5  indicates that  no crowding occurs in the case l  = 2.5.  
For  this  reason,  Method 1 gives  an accurate  approximation to  h2 . 5 ,  wi th  
ε 2 . 5  <  E 2 . 5    
  .   Although the value C5.0 indicates a noticeable amount of crowding, the 
method leads to a perfectly adequate approximation 0.5
~
h .  This occurs 
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b e c a u s e  C 5 . 0  i s  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  l a r g e r  t h a n  E 5 . 0  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  c o mp u t e d  
approximation is contaminated somewhat by the effects of crowding and, as a 
resul t ,   0505 E .. >ε
W h e n   =  1 0 . 0 ,  t h e  c r o w d i n g  o n  l ζ  =  1  i s  s e v e r e .  I n  t h i s  c a s e  
C10.0< E10.0 and , not  surprisingly, the BKM fails to compute the images of 
t h e  p o i n t s  Z j  i n  t h e  c o r r e c t  o r d e r .  F o r  t h i s  r e a s o n ,  M e t h o d  1  f a i l s  
completely in this case. 
T h e  r e s u l t s  t o  T a b l e  2  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  h i g h  a c c u r a c y  t h a t  c a n  b e  
ach ieved  by  methods  o f  the  type  d i scussed  in  Sec t ion  3 .2 .  We no te  in  
p a r t i c u l a r  t h a t ,  f o r  e a c h  o f  t h e  t h r e e  v a l u e s  o f  ,  t h e  e r r o r  l lε  i s  
substant ia l ly  smal ler  than the corresponding error  es t imate  .  This  is  lE
due to the fact  that ,  in general ,  numerical  methods for the conformal map 
)A:or(A: dq
]1[
qd Ω→→Ω −gg a p p r o x i m a t e  q  ( a n d  h e n c e  h )  m o r e  
accurately  than g   (  or   ) .  ]1[−g
Further numerical examples, similar to the one considered here, can be 
found in [35: Sect.4].  
5.    A domain decomposi t ion  method for  long quadri laterals  
        In  th i s  sec t ion  we d iscuss  br ie f ly  some recent  work ,  concern ing  a  
domain decomposition method for the mapping of quadrilaterals of the form 
illustrated in Fig. l(b). 
I n  o r d e r  t o  m o t i v a t e  o u r  d i s c u s s i o n ,  w e  c o n s i d e r  a g a i n  t h e  
quadrilateral illustastrated in Fig. 2 and, with the notation of Example 3, lQ
we list  below the exact values of ;)(m:h ll Q= l  = 2.0,2.5,4.0,5.0,10.0, 
which were computed to twelve decimal places from the formulae of Bowman 
[4]: 
 
    h2 . 0    =  1.279 261 571 171  ,  
 
h2 . 5    =  1.779 359 959 478   ,  
h4 . 0    =  3.279 364 399 489  ,  
h5 . 0    =  4.279 364 399 847  ,  
h1 0 . 0   =  9.279 364 399 847  ,  
 
The above values indicate that h2 . 5  ,   h4 . 0  ,   h5 . 0  ,   and  h1 0 . 0    are given 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  t o  t h r e e ,  f i v e ,  e i g h t  a n d  t w e l v e  d e c i m a l  p l a c e s  b y  
h 2 . 0  +  0 . 5 ,  h 2 . 5  +  1 . 5 ,  h 4 . 0  +  1 . 0  a n d  h s . 0  +  5 . 0 .  I n  f a c t ,  a  c l o s e r  
inspection suggests that,  for "large" lh ,
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{ } .0c,2ππexpc)(hh c >−−+−+ lll  
 
This is an example of a much more general phenomenon,  which can be 
described as follows: 
 
Let Q := { Ω ;  z1, z2 , z3, Z4 }be a quadrilateral of the form illustrated  
 
in Fig. l(b), where: 
 
⎭⎬
⎫
=∈>τ
τ<<τ<<=Ω
21j;]10[x0)x(
(x)}y)x(,1x0yx{(
j
2
,,,
,:,:
 
and 
⎭⎬
⎫
τ=τ+=
τ−=τ−=
.)(,)(
,)(,)(
0iz1i1z
1i1z0iz
2423
1211  
Also let 
 
 ,,:, }0y)x(,1x0yx{(:Ω1 <<τ−<<=  
 and 
 ,(x)}τy0,τ,1x0:y{(x,:Ω 22 <<<<=  
 
So that ,21 Ω∪Ω=Ω  and let 
 
Q 1 := { ; z1Ω 1, z2 ,1,0 }  and  . Q 2 := { 2Ω ; 1,0, z3, z4} . 
 
Finally, let h := m(Q), hj := m(Q j); j = 1,2, and h* = min(h,,h2). Then    
for large h* , 
 
  h - (h1 + h,) ~ exp{-2π h*}   .     (5.1) 
 
That is,  if Q  is a "long" quadrilateral,  then h := m(Q ) can be approximated 
closely by the sum h1 + h2 of the conformal modules of the two smaller 
quadrilaterals Q 1 and Q 2 .  In fact,  by imposing certain smoothness 
conditions on the functions T J;  j  = 1,2, i t  is possible to obtain precis 
estimates of h - (h1 + h2).  Such estimates are derived in [39], where also 
the analysis of a decomposition method, for determining the full conformal 
map  in terms of  hRF →Ω: 1h11 RF →Ω:  and 2h22 RF →Ω: ,  is given; see 
also [38]. 
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To illustrate the practical significance of (5.1),  we recall  the 
numerical  results  which  were  obtained  in  Example  3,  by the use of Method 1. 
In particular,  we recall  that the crowding on the unit circle had affected 
the accuracy of the approximation to h5 0 ,  and had caused the procedure to 
fail  completely in the case ..010=l  These crowding difficulties can be 
overcome, quite simply, by domain decomposition. For example, h5 . 0  and 
h1 0 . 0  can be approximated respectively by 
 ,754360279.45.2h~:h 5.20.5 =+=
)
 
and 
  ,754360279.95.7h~:h 5.20.10 =+=
)
 
where 5.2h
~  is the accurate Method 1 approximation to h 2 . 5  l isted in Table 1 
In  this  way we f ind that  the  error  in  both 0.5h
)
 and 0.10h
)
 i s ,   61063 −×=ε .ˆ
i .e .   .E~ˆ 5.2−ε
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